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Abstract. In this project, an innovative low hydraulic conductivity material for landfill cover and liner
construction was studied. The material is a blend of natural clayey soil from Comodoro Rivadavia city
(Chubut province, Argentina) mixed with fine uniform sand and anionic polyacrylamide (APAM). The
research emphasizes understanding the influence of APAM addition on the soil water retention capacity
(SWRC), unsaturated hydraulic conductivity, and swelling behavior. APAM is a super absorbent polymer
that swells when immersed in water. SWRC was evaluated through the filter paper method. The unsaturated
hydraulic conductivity and swelling behavior were determined using two fluids: distilled water and brine (C
= 2 M). Results showed that APAM addition reduced the blends' microporosity, increased the water retention
capacity, and reduced the hydraulic conductivity of the system. These promising results encourage further
research on these blends' behavior to determine the most efficient blend formulation to enhance its hydromechanical performance and its chemical compatibility with landfill leachates for cover and low hydraulic
conductivity liner layer construction.

1 Introduction
Engineered landfills are facilities of uttermost importance
for integrated solid waste management systems all over
the world. The performance of these facilities relies on the
efficiency of their low hydraulic conductivity liner and
cover systems. These systems are composed of a
combination of layers with different specific functions.
One of the most critical layers is the low hydraulic
conductivity barrier. These barriers use to be constructed
either by compacted fine soils, compacted blends of soils
and expansive clays, industrial by-products such as fly
ash, polymers, or by geosynthetics products such as
geomembranes and geosynthetic clay liners. This research
aims to analyze the behavior of sand-clay-polymer blends
for low hydraulic conductivity cover or liner layer
construction for municipal solid waste landfills.
1.1 Particle – polymer – fluid interaction
Design and construction characteristics and requirements
of cover and liner layers for contaminant containment are
usually specified in many local and international
standards and regulations. These layers' primary purpose
is to isolate waste and contaminants from the external
environment, preventing liquid, solid, or gas migration or
*

infiltration from the dumping cells. Both systems can be
constructed using different materials such as local
compacted and stabilized fine soils, geosynthetic
products, or a combination of these two materials (Giroud
and Bonaparte 1989 [1]). Table 1 shows technical
requirements for the cover and liner system and the main
technical problems associated with each one.
Most natural local soils do not fit the indicated
requirements for liner and cover construction also after
compaction. Therefore, they must usually be stabilized
with the addition of other materials.
Sand – clay blends are usually considered for liners
construction (Abichou et al. 2002 [2]; Al Rawas 2006 [3];
Stern et al. 1998 [4]). Sands are employed as support
materials, while clays are included due to their volume
change properties, which help to reduce hydraulic
conductivity when they swell due to hydration (Kolstad et
al. 2004 [5]; Scalia and Benson 2011 [6]).
For sand – clay liners design and construction, it is
important to determine the proportions of sand and clay
required to obtain a blend that has appropriate compaction
properties and also proper mechanic and hydraulic
properties (Daniel et al. 1990 [7]; Stern et al. 1998 [4]).
Optimum clay content depends on clay mineralogy. There
is no general agreement about the minimum clay content
required in the blends to reach target hydraulic
conductivity values specified in the regulations. For
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macroscopic properties such as swelling characteristics,
hydraulic conductivity, shear strength, compressibility,
soil water retention curves, and contaminant retardation
and sequestration (Mamedov et al., 2007 [15]; Scalia and
Benson 2016 [6]; Zhou and Gao 1993 [16]).
Polymer addition to soils has previously been
investigated for other engineering applications such as
soil erosion control (Orts et al. 1999 [17]; Yang et al. 2011
[18]), swelling control (Orlandi et al. [32,33]), and soil
water retention capacity (Fernandez et al. [34]).
Several authors studied clay – polymer blends. Since
the early '40s, the research effort was applied to
understand better polymer – soil – fluid interaction
(Michaels 1954 [19]; Theng 1974 [20]). Traditionally
polymer molecules are adsorbed directly onto clay
particle's surfaces. This adsorption phenomenon modifies
EDL thickness and, consequently, the properties of the
blends (Theng 1979 [21]). This process occurs in the case
of cationic or non – ionic polymers. However, because
anionic polymers have negative charges, they interact
with clay particles' surfaces through hydrogen bonds or
cationic "bridges." APAM adsorption will only be
possible by the presence of cations (Mortensen 1962
[22]). Although several authors accepted this mechanism,
further research is needed to clarify all physic-chemical
mechanisms involved in polymer – clay interaction (Laird
1997 [23]). Figure 1 clarifies these mechanisms.

highly plastic clays such as montmorillonite, some
authors recommend a clay content between 5 to 15%
(Geddouda et al. 2008 [8]), while for the case of kaolinite
clays, researchers recommend clay content over 20% (Al
Rawas et al. 2006 [3]). There are reports of previous
studies performed on local materials in Argentina that
indicates clay contents between 12 - 15% in order to fulfill
technical requirements (Montoro and Francisca 2010 [9];
Pique et al. 2019 [10]).
Table 1. Basic requirements and problems for cover and liner
systems.
Final Cover system
Requirements

Problem

k<10-7m/sec
- Resistance to
superficial
erosion
- Flexibility
- Rapid surface
water runoff
- Barrier
between waste
and vegetation
- Gas
recollection
- Odor control

- Roots
penetration

Liner system
Requiremen
ts
k<10-9m/sec
- Strength
- Flexibility

- Freezingthawing
action

Problem
Leachate
percolation
- Shortening
duration
of barrier

- Traffic
-Differential
settlement

Clay particles present net electric unbalanced charges
in their faces and edges that allow the formation of an
electrical field surrounding each particle. Because of that
electric field, cations are attracted to particle's faces
giving a non-uniform ion concentration in each particle's
surroundings. The region affected by the clay electrical
charges' presence is known as the electric diffuse double
layer (EDL).
The EDL thickness depends on bulk fluid ion
concentration, ion valence, dielectric permittivity
constant of the pore fluid, and the system temperature.
Hükel – Debye length equation 1 gives EDL thickness
(Mitchell and Soga 2005 [11]).
=

 ´
2 

Fig. 1. Clay – polymer interaction (Theng, 1979 [21]).

Volume change properties of compacted blends are also
important to guarantee the integrity of liner and covers
when subjected to differential settlements or when
subjected to wetting and drying cycles (Inyang and Bae
2005 [24]).
Changes in osmotic suction can explain swelling
height and swelling pressure of blends after hydration
according to van't Hoff equation (2) (van't Hoff 1884
[25]):

(1)

where = 1.602 10   is the electron charge,  is the
permittivity of free space, ′ is the real relative
permittivity of the fluid,  is the ion valence,  is the
ionic concentration,  = 1.38 10  / is Boltzmann's
constant, and  is the temperature.
EDL formation is responsible for particle–fluid
interaction mechanisms that affect swelling properties,
hydraulic conductivity, and contaminant transport and
retardation (Bowders and Daniel 1987 [12]; Santamarina
et al. 2001 [13]).
Polymers can also be included in blends in order to
improve their performance. Typical polymers included
are ionic polyacrylamide (Barvenik 1994 [14]). Net
electrical charges presented in the polyacrylamide allows
interacting with soil particles affecting blends



 =  ∑ 


− !"# (2)

were 
is the molar concentration on interparticle
!"#
space, 
is the molar concentration of bulk permeant
fluid,  is the gas constant (8.32 l kPa/mol ºK), and  is
the absolute temperature of the system.

2 Materials
2.1 Sand and clay

2
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APAM with a high anionic charge has a long chain due to
the repulsion of negatively charged groups, which
enhance APAM – soil's particles interaction through
hydrogen bonds or cation bridges. Table 3 summarizes the
most relevant physical properties of APAM.

In this research, we used two different natural soil types
for preparing soil blends to test their feasibility to be used
as material for compacted clay liner or cover construction.
We used Parana river's sand as supporting material or
coarse fraction, which is natural sand composed of
uniform clean rounded silica particles.
As fine soil addition, we used natural clay obtained
from open pits at Comodoro Rivadavia city (Chubut,
Argentina) (45°49'36.35"S- 67°27'47.68"W). The fine
soil is a grey clayey soil that was initially deposited in a
marine environment. It is highly overconsolidated and
expansive clay (Orlandi et al., 2015 [26], Manzanal et al
2019 [35]). Table 2 summarizes the physical properties
of clay and river sand studied in this research.

Table 3. Physical properties of APAM (data provided by the
manufacturer)

Table 2. Physical properties of clay and sand.

Property

APAM

Molecular weight [Mg/mol]

10-20

Density  [kN/m3]

7.85

D50 [mm]

0.30

Glass temperature transition Tg [ºC]

84

Anionic charge density [mol %]

>30

Absorption [%]

60

Property

Sand

Clay

ASTM

USCS

SP

MH

D2487

LL [%]

-

60

D4318

IP [%]

-

21

D4318

2.3 Fluids

#200 [%]

5

95

D1140

Clay F. [%]

-

24

D422

Cu , Cc [-]

2.5, 1.3

-

D50 [mm]

0.38

-

Ss [m2/gr]

2

220

Two different fluids were used to understand the
importance of particle – polymer – fluid interaction:
distilled water (el=10-6 S/m, K´=80) and brine (el=12
S/m, K´=55, C = 2M).
All compacted blends were prepared using distilled
water before testing. Then, swelling tests and hydraulic
conductivity tests were performed using either distilled
water or brine according to the testing program. At the
same time, Soil Water Characteristic Curves were
determined only using distilled water.

Gs [-]

2.67

2.70

D422
D422
European M.
(Santamarina
et al. 2002
[27])
ASTM D854

3 Methods

2.2 Anionic polyacrylamide (APAM)
Polyacrylamide (PAM) is a non-ionic super-absorbent
polymer composed of a large chain of monomers obtained
from the polymerization of acrylamide (Barvenik 1994
[14]). They have an important capacity for water
absorption and retention, and they can act as a hydrogel
(Mechtcherine 2015 [28]). In the presence of ionic
elements, PAM will release absorbed water due to
interference with hydrogen bonding.
Commercial
anionic
PAMs
(APAM)
are
manufactured in different ways. Figure 4 refers to the
production of APAM from the hydrolysis of non-ionic
PAM with a strong base of NaOH.

3.1 Sand-clay-polymer blends preparation
In previous research performed at the geotechnical
research laboratory of the Universidad de Buenos Aires,
Marti et al. 2015 [29] studied compaction properties of
blends having different sand, clay, and APAM content in
order to determine the blend that allows having the
highest dry unit weight after compaction and the
associated optimum moisture content. In that regard, the
authors found that blends composed of 85% - sand 15%
clay presented the maximum dry unit weight after
compaction. In this research, clay-APAM blends were
prepared, considering 85% of sand as a coarse fraction
and 15% of fine fraction. The fine fraction was prepared
as clay mixed with either 1.5, 2.5, and 3.5% of APAM by
dry weight (i.e., 100gr of a blend of 85% sand-15% (clay
+ 1.5%APAM) represents 85gr sand, 14.77gr of clay, and
0.23gr of APAM).
All samples were prepared by static compaction at
95% of maximum dry unit weight and optimum moisture
content. Mixtures were stored in a humid chamber for at
least 12 hours before testing to allow uniform particle and
polymer hydration. Figure 3 shows an example of sandclay-APAM where narrow threads of the hydrated
polymer can be observed.

Fig. 2. Hydrolysis of non-ionic PAM (Barvenik, 1994 [14]).

APAM has net negative electrical charge density that
ranges between 2 to 40 mol % for many commercial
APAMs (Barvenik 1994 [14]; Michaels 1954 [19]) has
suggested that non-ionic polymer do not have a good
interaction with soil particles. On the other hand, an
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on potential energy head, ∆A$ = change on pore water
pressure, B$ = unit weight of water. Figure 4 shows the
basic configuration of the infiltration test.
inflow
 t=48hs

Position j (mm)
0
w j,t
j,
19
w j,t
j,
38

x

w j,t
j,
57

z
w j,t

76

wj,t

w j,
jj,tt
95

Fig. 4. Soil infiltration column (left). Sample extruded for
measure moisture content (wj,t) at @ position on time ∆? (right).

Fig. 3. Macroscopic view on sand-clay-APAM mixture.

For performing the measurements, five different
specimens of 85%sand-15%(clay+0%APAM) and four
different specimens of 85%sand-(15%clay+3.5%APAM)
were tested using distilled water as permeating fluid,
while for tests conducted using brine C=2M 3 different
specimens of 85%sand-15%(clay+0%APAM) and 2
different specimens of 85%sand-(15%clay+3.5%APAM)
were tested. Time spans between measurements depend
on the hydraulic conductivity of each specimen and for
each testing fluid. In that regard, time span ranged
between several days (1 to 14 days) for tests performed
using distilled water to several hours or minutes (8min to
24hs) for the case of tests performed using brine C=2M.

3.2 Testing program
Table 4 shows the testing program proposed in order to
understand the sand-clay-APAM interaction. Tests
included free swelling test, soil water retention curve
(SWRC), and unsaturated hydraulic conductivity.
Distilled water and brine C=2M were used as permeant
fluids except on SWRC tests.
Table 4. Testing program on sand-clay-polymer mixture.
Test

Mixtures

Free
Swelling
Soil Water
Retention
Curve
Unsaturated
Hydraulic
Conductivity

Fluid

85%sand15%(clay + 0, 1.5,
2.5, 3.5%APAM)
85%sand15%(clay + 0, 1.5,
2.5, 3.5%APAM)
85%sand15%(clay + 0,
3.5%APAM)

D. Water
Brine C=2M

4 Results
D. Water

4.1 Free swelling
D. Water
Brine C=2M

Figure 5 and Table 5 show the results obtained from free
swelling tests. Only the specimens permeated with
distilled water showed an increment of height with the
increment in APAM content. Specimens of 85% sand15% (clay + 1.5 or 3.5% APAM) tested with brine C =
2M showed a small reduction of height. Besides, 85%
sand-15% (clay + 0%APAM) sample tested with distilled
water showed no height change during the test.

Free swelling tests were performed following the
general guidelines indicated in ASTM D 4546 under an
initial applied normal pressure between 5 to 10kPa.
SWRC tests were performed using the filter paper method
following the general guidelines specified in ASTM D
5298. The filter paper was a calibrated Schleicher &
Schuell 589/2 (Bicalho 2007 [30]). More than seven days
were necessary to reach a hygrothermal equilibrium.
Unsaturated hydraulic conductivity tests were
performed using small soil columns samples (h=104mm,
=101mm). Groups of samples with similar APAM
content were prepared for measuring the saturation profile
after fluid infiltration. The saturation profile was
measured at fixed times. This method allowed calculating
kunsat using Darcy's law equation (3) :
$ !%& =

∆$*+ (∆,)-

∆79
)
:9

(4)∆(∆54

4.2 Soil water retention curves
Figure 6 and Table 6 show results on SWRC tests. The
experimental data was fitted using van Genuchten's
equation (4)
J

C = D1 +

! !
JKL
F G 9I M
%GH

N

∙ (1 − C% ) + C%

(4)

were P& = air entry value, Q= pore size distribution index
and C% = residual degree of saturation. In fact, those
fitting parameters are used by Brooks & Corey equation
(Brooks & Corey 1966) but it is usually accepted to write
equation 4 in this way because van Genuchten's original
fitting parameters (R, , T) have no explicit physical
meaning (Fredlund, et al. 2012 ).

(3)

were ∆;= change in gravimetric moisture content, <% =
specific gravity, ∆>= vertical distance on soil column
height, = initial void ratio, ∆?= time interval, ∆@= change
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H/H0 [%]

There is some controversy when considering the
residual saturation degree as a physical parameter
(Luckner et al., [36]) or a calibration parameter (e.g.
Fredlund & Xing [38], Manzanal et al., [39, 40]). In this
work, we used the second approach. Test results show an
increment of air entry pressure value and residual degree
of saturation at higher APAM content. On the other hand,
a slight reduction of λ parameter is observed with the
increase of APAM content.
8%
7%
6%
5%
4%
3%
2%
1%
0%
-1%
-2%

Sr [%]

75%

1000

10000
t [sec]

60%
45%
30%
15%

85%S and-15%(Clay+1.5%APAM)D. Water
85%S and-15%(Clay+2.5%APAM)D. Water
85%S and-15%(Clay+3.5%APAM)D. Water
85%S and-15%(Clay+1.5%APAM) Brine C=2M
85%S and-15%(Clay+3.5%APAM) Brine C=2M

100

85%Sand-15%(Clay+0%APAM)
85%Sand-15%(Clay+1.5%APAM)
85%Sand-15%(Clay+2.5%APAM)
85%Sand-15%(Clay+3.5%APAM)
vGF: 85%Sand-15%(Clay+0%APAM)
vGF: 85%Sand-15%(Clay+1.5%APAM)
vGF: 85%Sand-15%(Clay+2.5%APAM)
vGF: 85%Sand-15%(Clay+3.5%APAM)

90%

1

10

ua-uw [kPa]

100

1000

Fig. 6. Soil water retention curves according to van Genuchten
equation (vGF).

4.3 Unsaturated hydraulic conductivity

100000

Figures 7 and Figure 8 show the unsaturated hydraulic
conductivity varying with matric suction for different
permeant fluids on sand-clay and sand-clay-APAM
blends. Values of unsaturated hydraulic conductivity were
obtained by equation (3). The matric suction evolution
was obtained from SWRCs controlling the moisture
content at different times. Tests on specimens permeated
with distilled water reached full saturation after 14 days,
while specimens permeated with brine required less than
4 days to reach full saturation.
Samples with 3.5% of APAM permeated with
distilled water presented a reduction in the unsaturated
hydraulic conductivity of one order of magnitude (from
kw unsat=10-8 to 10-9 m/s). In addition to that, samples
having 3.5% of APAM presented a reduction of two
orders of magnitude in the unsaturated hydraulic
conductivity (from kw unsat=10-6 to 10-8 m/s) when
permeated with brine.

1000000

Fig. 5. Free swelling test results (permeant fluids: distilled water
and brine C=2M).
Table 5. Initial state samples and free swelling test results.
d0
H/H
Sr0
Mixture
(kN/m
0
(%)
3
)
(-)
permeant fluid: distilled water
85%sand-15%(clay + 0.0%APAM)

16.97

63.4

<0.1

85%sand-15%(clay + 1.5%APAM)

16.04

56.4

1.58

85%sand-15%(clay + 2.5%APAM)

15.93

57.4

5.05

85%sand-15%(clay + 3.5%APAM)

16.95

57.3

7.26

1,0E-05

85%sand-15%clay+APAM 0%
(distilled water)

permeant fluid: brine C=2M
16.59

58.7

-0.59

85%sand-15%(clay + 3.5%APAM)

16.34

56.4

-0.18

1,0E-06

kw unsat [m/sec]

85%sand-15%(clay + 1.5%APAM)

Table 6. Basic parameters for van Genuchten equation on soil
water retention curves.
sae
Sres

Mixture
(kPa)
(%)

85%sand-15%(clay + 0%APAM)

3.0

20

0.68

85%sand-15%(clay + 1.5%APAM)

5.5

25

0.65

85%sand-15%(clay + 2.5%APAM)

6.5

29

0.60

85%sand-15%(clay + 3.5%APAM)

6.0

28

0.60

85%sand-15%clay+APAM 3.5%
(distilled water)

1,0E-07
1,0E-08
1,0E-09
1,0E-10
1,0E-11
1

10
ua - uw [kPa]

100

Fig. 7. Unsaturated hydraulic conductivity test for 85%sand15%clay+0, 3.5%APAM mixtures vs matric suction (permeant
fluid: distilled water).
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ionic concentration increases electric repulsion or
swelling pressure. In that regard for higher APAM
contents, it is expected higher initial height changes.
On the other hand, for the case of changing the
permeating fluid from distilled water by brine, this change
leads to an increase in bulk fluid ionic concentration
(↑ !"# ). Hence, low swelling and osmotic pressure are
expected, and in consequence, less changes in initial
sample heights are also expected. Similar tendencies were
previously reported by Benson and Scalia 2014 [31].

1,0E-05
1,0E-06

kw unsat [m/sec]

1,0E-07
1,0E-08
1,0E-09

5.2 Changes on SWRC by APAM addition
85%sand-15%clay+APAM 0%
(brine C=2M)

1,0E-10

Figure 10 shows the main changes in SWRC for
specimens having different APAM content. There is a
significant change on, P& , Q and C% of the SWRC for
1.5% of APAM while for APAM contents above 1.5%
there are no significant changes SWRC parameters.

85%sand-15%clay+APAM 3.5%
(brine C=2M)

1,0E-11
1

10
ua - uw [kPa]

100

Fig. 8. Unsaturated hydraulic conductivity test for 85%sand15%clay+0, 3.5%APAM mixtures vs matric suction (permeant
fluid: brine C=2M).

5 Discussion
5.1 Changes on Free swelling by APAM addition
Figure 9 shows the variation of free swelling versus
APAM content. Dotted lines represent the general
tendency of change in specimen height after swelling with
APAM content change for the different fluids. The
general trend shows that samples' height increases with
the increase in APAM content when tests are performed
using distilled water while presenting almost no change or
a contraction when tests were performed using brine.

Fig. 10. van Genuchten curves for 85%sand-15%clay+APAM
mixtures.

Assuming that the addition of APAM in the sandclay mixture does not modify water surface tension or the
contact angle; the increment in P& and C% is observed
because the increase in APAM content affects the original
pore sizes in the blend leading to smaller pores [10]. Also,
the increase in APAM content is reflected in the reduction
in the pore size distribution index (λ), meaning that pores
of smaller sizes are present in the samples.
For each suction value, there is a representative pore
radius given by equation (5)

9%
Brine C=2M
Distilled water

H/H0 [%]

7%
5%
3%
1%
-1%
0,0%

1,0%

2,0%

3,0%

P& =

4,0%

cd
e9

= 2f&g hPi


j

(5)

APAM CONTENT [%]

Where ℎl is the capillary rise, B$ the unit weight of
water, f&g the air-void surficial tension, i the contact
angle and n the pore radius. The hypothesis of the
reduction in pore size due to APAM addition is consistent
with the high values on free swelling tests showed in
Figure 5, and less value on unsaturated hydraulic
conductivity tests showed in Figures 7 and Figure 8. The
typical general behavior observed for fine soil applies alos
in this case: changes in pore size distribution affects
hydro-mechanical behavior.

Fig. 9. Variation of specimen height after swelling for 85%sand15%clay+%APAM mixtures for different fluids (distilled water
and brine C=2M).

Changes in swelling heights can be explained by
analyzing changes in osmotic pressure given by equation
2. The addition of APAM to the blends tends to increase
the ionic concentration on the interparticle space

(↑ 
) due to the high electrical surface charge
density of the APAM and the increase in cation
concentration between clay particles and APAM chains.
Because of changes in osmotic pressure, the increase in
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hydraulic

1.

It is expected an increase in hydraulic conductivity with a
decrease in matric suction. Figures 7 and 8 show the
hydraulic conductivity versus matric suction for samples
with and without APAM for the two permeant fluids.
The samples' initial degree saturation is between
57.3 to 63.7 since samples were prepared at near the
optimum moisture content. For that initial value of degree
of saturation, the change of suction along the imbibition
paths of the SWRC lies in a very narrow range. For
samples with APAM addition, there is a little increase in
suction since λ parameter is lower than samples without
APAM.
Specimens with no APAM addition and tested with
distilled water showed kw unsat values starting at 10-8 and
finishing close to 10-9 m/s. Samples tested with distilled
water having APAM addition showed less value of
hydraulic conductivities than the previous one.
Tests performed with brine showed an increase in
hydraulic conductivity. This trend is no significant for
samples with APAM due to EDLs development and
APAM – particle interaction, which affects free pore
space available for fluid flow and increases flow paths
tortuosity.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

6 Conclusions
In this research, we explored the behavior of sand – clay
– APAM blends for their application in cover and liner
layers' construction for landfills. The main conclusions
obtained can be summarized as follows:
The increase in APAM content on blends up to 1.5%
affects their behavior.
Volume change properties changes are more
important with the increase in APAM content.
Swelling increases with the increase of APAM
content when tests were performed with distilled
water. On the other hand, low or null swelling
behavior was observed for brine tests, highlighting
the importance of fluid chemical properties on the
particle – fluid – APAM interaction.
APAM addition affects the initial pore fabric of
samples. The increase in APAM content represents a
decrease in pore sizes and a broader pore size
distribution reflected in the change of SWRC shapes,
the increase in air pressure entry value, and the pore
size distribution index.
Values obtained in unsaturated hydraulic
conductivity are in the range of the required by most
regulations for landfill cover and liner construction.
Observed trends in hydraulic conductivity changes
with matric suction change highlight that behavior
must be explained considering simultaneously
unsaturated soil behavior and particle – fluid –
interaction.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.
12.

13.
14.
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